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Bay 2 Flower room:
14-1000w dimlux HPS lights
14- light rail light movers
5- powered wenches to move the lights up and down.
The unit has been wired for 24-l000w lights.
All the power for the lights have a timer hard wired in.
12- wall fans
5- 14’ Conley rolling garden tables
1- 16’ Conley rolling garden table
1- 18’ Conley rolling garden table
12- 50 gallon water tanks
1- sump pump
1- large air pump with air-stones
The ventilation system consists of:
4-12” inline max fans
2-12” large carbon filters
2- titan saturn 4 atmospheric controllers
The room also has 1 small washer and 1 spin dryer.

Bay 3 Trim-dry room:
10- custom sliding drying racks
1- large ideal air CG2 dehumidifier that is plumed in
2- folding tables
The ventilation system consists of:
1- 10” inline fan
1- 10” carbon filter
1- wall fan
1- torrey serie L-EQ scale

Bay 1 Flower room:
12-1000w gavita HPS lights
12- light rail light movers
4- manual wenches to move the lights up and down
The unit has been wired to have 21-1000w lights.
The power for the lights have 2 timers hard wired in.
2-150 gallon water tanks
1- sump pump
2- large air pump with aerator
10- wall fans
The ventilation system in the unit consists of:
2-12” inline Max fans
2-12” inline fans
2- large 12” carbon filters
2- C.A.P. atmospheric controllers
2- medium sized dehumidifiers from ideal air that are plumed 
in

Bay 3 Veg room:
6- 10’H X 9’L X 4’W tall quad decked rolling pallet racks
215- 6k T5 led lights from Forest Lighting
All the power for the lights have a timer hard wired in.
5- box fans
The ventilation system consists of:
2-10” inline Vortex fans
1- large 10” carbon filter
1- C.A.P. atmospheric controller.
1- large ideal air humidifier

Security system complies and exceeds all 
OLCC regulations:
3- samsung 4mp IR Bullet QNO-1010R outdoor cameras
12- samsung 4mp QNO-7080R vandal resistant dome 
cameras
2- 16 channel NVR 12tb Samsung
2- UPS from APC
1-16 port switch intruder from Netgear
1- alarm kit from honeywell
1- 22’’ led monitor
3- door contacts from Honeywell
6- motion detectors from Honeywell
1- Honeywell key pad
1- Nighthawk X4S AC2600 Smart WiFi router from Netgear
1- wall mounted locking rack
1- HP Office Jet 6962 printer
1- Liberty Big Boy 64 safe


